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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the problem of weighted sum-rate maximization
(WSRM) for a system of micro-operators subject to inter-micro-operator
interference constraints with dynamic time division duplexing. The WSRM
problem is non-convex and non-deterministic polynomial hard. Furthermore,
micro-operators require minimum coordination among themselves making
the inter-micro-operator interference management very challenging. In this
regard, we propose two decentralized precoder design algorithm based on
over-the-air bi-directional signalling strategy. We first propose a precoder
design algorithm by considering the equivalent weighted minimum mean-
squared error minimization reformulation of the WSRM problem. Later
we propose precoder design algorithm by considering the weighted sum
mean-squared error reformulation. In both approaches, to reduce the huge
signalling requirements in centralized design, we use alternating direction
method of multipliers technique, wherein each downlink-operator base station
and uplink-operator user determines only the relevant set of transmit
precoders by exchanging minimal information among the coordinating base
stations and user equipments. To minimize the coordination between the
uplink-opeator users, we propose interference budget allocation scheme based
on reference signal measurements from downlink-operator users. Numerical
simulations are provided to compare the performance of proposed algorithms
with and without the inter-micro-operator interference constraints.
Keywords: alternating direction method of multipliers, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker,
mean-squared error, weighted minimum mean-squared error, weighted sum
rate.
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1 INTRODUCTION
During the last two decades, the mobile communication has evolved rapidly to
accomodate the user demands for various wireless services. The fifth generation (5G)
new radio (NR) is the state-of-the-art technology in wireless communication. One of
the use cases of 5G is to provide enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) with improved
performance and increasingly seamless user experience [1]. For different usage scenarios,
the requirements for eMBB are different. For example in the hotspot case, the user
density is high and it requires very high traffic capacity and user data rates with low
mobility. In wide-area coverage case, seamless coverage and medium to high mobility is
desired [1].
Thus, in order to provide eMBB to highly dense areas, network densification using
locally deployed micro-operators (µOP) in complement to macro/micro cells is getting a
lot of attention [2]. Micro-operator is one of the novel business concepts that provides
vertical specific tailored services. Micro-operators complement the existing mobile
connectivity by offering context related services and content with the help of emerging
5G technology. Micro-operators promote the deployment of small cell networks (SCN) in
specific areas to serve the increasing traffic demand with guaranteed quality of service [3].
Small cells are operator-controlled, low power radio communication equipment that
provide wireless communication services within localised areas. Small cells provide cell-
splitting gain, and they usually have a range from ten meters to few hundred meters[4].
Small cells provide the benefits of low operational cost and hardware complexity
compared to macro cells. Also, SCNs boost network throughput by adopting spatial
frequency reuse by deploying large number of cells in a given area so that fewer number
of users share time or frequency resources in a cell. With the increase in cell density,
users can connect to a closer base station (BS) and thus users suffer smaller path loss
[5]. However, the efficient deployment of µOPs with SCN requires spectrum with quality
guarantees.
Conventionally, the radio spectrum is divided into a set of disjoint blocks and are
assigned to different operators. But, when a large number of µOPs are deployed in a
geographical area, exclusive allocation of spectrum to each µOP becomes difficult as
spectrum is a scarce resource. Furthermore, µOP can have different spectrum demand
over the time, which may lead to spectrum underutilization. Thus, spectrum sharing
between µOPs operating in the same geographical area is essential to ensure better
spectrum utilization [6].
In the literature, several inter-operator spectrum sharing techniques have been studied.
Basically, there are two ways to share the spectrum between the operators [7]:
• Orthogonal Sharing: In this type of sharing, a common pool of spectrum is created
and operators can share the spectrum with each other; but one spectrum band from
the common pool can be used by only one operator at a given time instant.
• Non-orthogonal Sharing: In this type of sharing, multiple operators can transmit
on the same spectrum band at the same time. However, the use of same spectrum
band by different operators leads to inter-operator interference. Thus interference
avoidance schemes in general (scheduling, resource allocation) are required in non-
orthogonal sharing to manage inter-operator interferences.
Since, µOP is a new business concept, spectrum sharing techniques for µOP is still a
topic for further research.
Moreover, the evolution of smart wireless devices has caused an increasing demand for
wireless services with asymmetric uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) mobile data traffic [8].
This asymmetric traffic results in poor spectrum utilization in conventional frequency
division duplexing (FDD) systems, where UL and DL capacity is determined by fixed
frequency allocation [9]. Thus, dynamic time division duplexing (TDD) is becoming an
important feature for the modern wireless communication standards, as it is possible to
change the UL and DL capacity ratio dynamically according to the traffic need [10]. Even
though dynamic TDD improves the spectrum utilization by using same time-slot for both
the UL and DL transmission, interference management in dynamic TDD is complicated
due to new type of interference scenarios induced in the network [11].
In the literature, most of the works focus on operators either working in DL or UL
transmission mode. However, in order to improve the utilization of scarce spectrum
resources, the UL and DL resources should be allocated according to the instantaneous
UL and DL traffic demand of each cell (unlike in FDD system). In such UL and DL
resource scheduling, there is a possibility to assign same time slot for UL/DL transmission
in adjacent cells (dynamic TDD); unfortunately this also induces complicated interference
scenarios. Managing the interference and acquiring channel state information (CSI) in
such a system is very challenging. Also, managing the aggregated UL-to-DL interference
is very challenging because of the need of cooperation among all UL users. Spectrum
sharing mechanism to manage interference in multi-cell multi-user MISO cognitive radio
(CR) networks is provided in [12]. But in case of µOPs, such spectrum sharing mechanism
has not been studied. Thus, a suitable spectrum sharing mechanism to maximize the
spectral efficiency of µOPs is required to guarantee interference protection from other
µOPs operating in the same spectrum band.
The main objective of this thesis is to provide aggregated interference protection
between two or more µOPs operating in the dynamic TDD mode, and simultaneously
maximize the overall spectral efficiency of the operators. We consider a special case in
which two µOPs operating in dynamic TDD mode are sharing a same resource element
but operating in different UL and DL transmission mode. We propose two iterative
algorithms to share spectrum between µOPs with minimal coordination between them.
Since CSI acquisition is challenging and resource consuming, we propose an over-the-air
(OTA) pilot aided beamforming technique by estimating the effective channel [13].
The organization of rest of the chapters in the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses
the background behind the key areas related to the work in this thesis. This chapter
first introduces multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication and summarizes
the various works in literature in the field of MIMO communication. Then we provide
insights on time division duplex and then discusses the background behind dynamic time
division duplex and various interference scenarios and the challenges associated with it.
Furthermore, we describe some important features of 5G NR frame structure, which is
essential for serving asymmetric traffic with the concept of dynamic TDD. Finally, this
chapter provides a brief introduction to the mathematical tools used in this thesis work.
Chapter 3 considers a network with two µOPs operating in dynamic TDD mode. Here,
the design of transmit precoders with weighted sum rate maximization (WSRM) objective
in a multi-cell MU-MIMO scenario is considered. The chapter provides the system model
used in this thesis and discusses the problem formulation.
Chapter 4 presents the derivation of two fast iterative but sub-optimal algorithm to
solve WSRM problem. This chapter discusses the derivation of the algorithms based
on alternating optimization technique and alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM). Here the distributed precoder design techniques, where precoders are designed
at each BS and UL user by exchanging some coupling variables between the coordinating
BSs and users, is presented. Chapter 5 examines the performance of the proposed
algorithms in the considered system using numerical simulations. A discussion on the
analyzed results is provided in Chapter 6. Finally, summary of the thesis is given in
Chapter 7.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND MATHEMATICAL
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, the background behind the key areas related to the work in this thesis is
briefly discussed. This chapter first introduces MIMO communication and summarizes
the various works in literature in the field of MIMO communication. Then we provide
insights on time division duplex and then discusses the background behind dynamic time
division duplex and various interference scenarios and the challenges associated with it.
Furthermore, we describe some of the important features of 5G NR frame structure, which
is essential for serving asymmetric traffic with the concept of dynamic TDD. Finally, this
chapter provides a brief introduction to the mathematical tools used in this thesis work.
2.1 MIMO Communication
The wireless channel in modern mobile communication imposes challenging propagation
situations because of its unpredictability and multipath fading. In wireless
communication, a transmitted signal usually passes through multiple paths due to
reflection from trees, buildings, and other obstacles before it arrives at the receiver.
The propagation via multiple path may cause constructive or destructive reception and
results in rapid variations of the received signal. Besides the multipath fading, the
transmitted signal is also attenuated due to path loss. To overcome the challenges poised
by fading wireless channels, using multiple antennas is a viable solution. When only a
single antenna is used, the signal propagates in all the directions, where not all directions
lead to the user. But with multiple antennas, transmitted signal can be directed towards
the users via beamforming and multiple signals can be transmitted in parallel via spatial
multiplexing [14]. Generally single-user MIMO (SU-MIMO) offers the benefits of array
gain, multiplexing gain, and diversity gain. Array gain refers to the power gain of
transmitted signal due to the use of multiple antennas. The multiplexing gain is the
improvement in data rate because of the simulataneously transmitted independent data
streams in the same frequency band. Diversity gain denotes the improvement in link
reliability because of the multiple replicas of transmitted signal available at the receiver
[15].
The spectral efficiency of MIMO transmission can be increased if the knowledge of CSI
is available at the transmitter [16]. Knowledge of CSI means that the system can adpat
to and take advantage of the available spectrum and wireless channel. When CSI is not
available, maximum of both of multiplexing gain and diversity gain cannot be achieved,
but there is a tradeoff between how much of each of the gains can be acieved as shown in
[17]. When CSI is available at both the transmitter and receiver, MIMO channel can be
divided into parallel independent single-input single-output (SISO) channels via singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the channel matrix. In [18], a capacity achieving strategy
using SVD of MIMO channel matrix is proposed.
Generally in cellular system, BSs can be equipped with large number of antennas, but
UE can have only few antennas because of the limiting size. In such case, the capacity
of SU-MIMO system is limited by the number of antennas at UE. To overcome this
limitation and fully leverage the benefits of multiple antennas at BS, multi-user MIMO
(MU-MIMO) can be applied. At a given time and frequency subchannel, the BS needs
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to decide if it should serve only a single users (with multiplexing) or if it should serve
multiple users in different spatial directions. Serving multiple users in different spatial
directions by a BS is called MU-MIMO. Basically, MU-MIMO takes advantage of MIMO
communications by serving multiple users at the same time. MU-MIMO offers various
advantages over conventional point-to-point communication or SU-MIMO [19]:
• Compared to the single user-case where number of parallel data streams is limited
by minimum number of transmit and receive antennas, all the receive antennas in
case of MU-MIMO is counted. This accounts for decreasing the complexity of the
devices by allowing many users with few antennas and limited processing power ,
instead of one large device with many antennas.
• In MU-MIMO, users that are located in different directions from BS can be selected
and thus beamforming can be used to direct each signal towards the intended user
without creating much interference to other users.
But, with MU-MIMO, the necessity of CSI being available at the transmitter becomes
even more critical to achieve low interference. If CSI is not available, the transmitted
signals will mix up and the receivers will only receive a clutter of interfering signals. Since,
the communication channels are shared, each transmiiter interferes with the received
signal of all other receivers. The interference in a MU-MIMO system can be controlled
by using proper precoding techniques.
The capacity of a MU-MIMO system is characterized by capacity region, which is
given by a set of achievable rates that can be simultaneously achieved with a small joint
error probability. Costa introduced the dirty paper coding (DPC) scheme, also known as
capacity achieving precoding scheme for MIMO broadcast channel in [20]. DPC is based
on successive encoding strategy and it can cancel the interference at transmitter side
without extra transmit power requirements. Despite being theoretically optimal, DPC
is very challenging to implement in practice when the number of users is high because of
the high computational complexity.
Sub-optimal linear beamforming strategies such as zero forcing (ZF) beamforming
and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) beamforming provide a reasonable balance
between performance and complexity. In [21], it was shown that ZF beamforming can
asymptotically achieve the performance of DPC when the number of users is large.
However, when number of users is moderate, ZF beamforming suffers from power penalty
and it can be applied only when the the number of transmit antennas is greater than
or equal to the total number of receiver antennas in the system. In principle,the ZF
beamforming tries to null the interference without considering the noise and this may
lead to noise amplification. In this regard, another beamforming strategy known as
MMSE beamforming has been studied in [22, 23, 24]. In the MMSE beamforming
strategy, the beamforming vectors are computed by minimizing the error between the
transmitted and received signal. Also, MMSE beamforming provides the advantage of
easier implementation and better performance compared to ZF beamforming in terms of
spectral efficiency and bit-error rate [22].
In case of multi-cell MIMO system, the performance can be improved by allowing
small amount of inter-user interference and jointly optimizing the linear beamformers.
Generally, the linear beamformers are optimized with respect to certain performance
criteria such as energy efficiency, weighted sum rate (WSR), and weighted sum mean
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square error (WSMSE) subject to some practical constraints [10, 25, 26]. In [27, 28, 29]
beamformers are designed with the objective to minimize the total transmit power
subject to signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraints. The weighted sum
rate of all users is maximized subject to transmit power constraints in [30, 31, 32].
WSR maximization via mean square error (MSE) minimization was considered in [33].
The main idea in [33] was that the beamformers can be solved iteratively and the
power loading can be formulated as a GP by exploiting the uplink-downlink duality.
The reformulation of WSRM problem into an weighted minimum mean squared error
(WMMSE) problem for MIMO broadcast channel was provided in [34]. In [35], inter-cell
interference management via primal decomposition in WSRM with SINR constraints for
multiple-input single-output (MISO) system was proposed. In [36, 37] it was shown that
dual decomposition with respect to inter-cell interference can be used to decentralize
the interference management across adjacent cells. The extension of this approach with
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) based decentralized beamformer
design was presented in [38].
2.2 Time Division Duplex
Time Division Duplex is an widely used mode of two way communication for most of
the low-power, small cell cellular system with little round-trip propagation delays. In
TDD, the direction of UL/DL traffic is carried on same carrier frequency but in discrete
time intervals. On the other hand, separate frequency channels are allocated for duplex
transmission in FDD [39]. In FDD systems, the frequency channel for UL and DL are
separated by a guard frequency, where as in TDD, the time slots between UL and DL
transmission is separated by a guard time [40]. TDD offers many advantages over FDD
such as lower hardware complexity, low power requirements, frequency diversity, and
unpaired band allocation. The most important advantage that TDD offers over FDD is
that there is channel reciprocity between the links channel characteristics since the same
carrier frequency is used for both UL and DL transmission [9]. Also, the use of large
antenna arrays is becoming essential for networks to serve multiple users simultaneously
and suppress a large number of undesired interference sources. In such scenarios, TDD
can be an efficient solution as it helps to avoid problems due to limited pilot resources.
Depending on the allocation of UL/DL resources in the TDD frame, TDD can be
categorized into two schemes: static TDD (STDD) and dynamic TDD. In STDD, all
DL/UL cell activities needs to be synchronized and UL/DL resource allocation depends
on average traffic demand. On the other hand, in dynamic TDD, resources can be freely
allocated to either DL or UL depending on the instantaneous traffic demand [41] as shown
in Figure 1.
Because of the flexibility to assign resources to DL or UL based on the instantaneous
traffic demand, dynamic TDD has been gaining a lot of attention for small cells with
asymmetric traffic demand. This overcomes the problem of resource underutilization
in STDD with fixed UL/DL configuration and also ensures that a same time resource
can be allocated for UL and DL transmission in adjacent cells. Despite the numerous
advantages dynamic TDD offers over STDD, it also generates complicated interferences
in the network because of the overlapping UL/DL transmissions. The different types of
interference scenarios induced in DTDD system are [42]:
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Figure 1. Dynamic allocation of resources in TDD according to instantaneous traffic
demand.
• Other-entity: It refers to the interference induced in the network due to different
types of equipments. This includes UE-to-BS (UL-to-UL) interference and BS-to-
UE (DL-to-DL) interference. These interferences are also found in FDD and STDD
mode of operation.
• Same-entity: It refers to the interference induced in the network between same type
of equipments. This type of interference arises when DL and UL transmissions
in different cells takes place in same time-frequency resource. Same-entity
interference includes UE-to-UE (UL-to-DL) and BS-to-BS (DL-to-UL) interference.
Same-entity interference is also commonly referred as cross-link or crossed-slot
interference.
Figure 2. Interference scenarios in DTDD system.
The different kind of interference scenarios induced in a network with two µOPs
operating in different UL/DL configuration in the same time-frequency resource is shown
in Figure 2. In small cell deployment where the power of the BS and UE is of same
order, UL-to-DL interference is potentially more harmful. Thus, in dynamic TDD system
design, interference management is very essential.
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In the literature, most of the works in dynamic TDD systems propose time-slot
allocation algorithms [10, 25, 26] to manage the cross-slot interference which arises due
to simultaneous UL and DL data transmission in adjacent cells. Dynamic time slot
allocation using busy burst-signaling is proposed in [10]. The idea in [10] is that when
a receiver receives the data, it transmits a busy-burst in the associated multiplexed
mini-slot. All other users that sense the busy-burst do not use the same time-slot. In
[43] different interference cancellation schemes using cell clustering and power control
have been investigated for homogeneous small cell networks. Management of UL-to-DL
interference due to users at the cell edge by dividing a cell into inner and outer regions is
proposed in [25]. Cross-slot interference management using sector antennas in each cell
by coordinating the direction of sector antennas in each cell is presented in [44, 45].
However, for MU-MIMO, CSI at the transmitter is required for beamformer design.
By utilizing the property of channel reciprocity in TDD systems, CSI can be acquired via
reverse link pilot measurements with OTA bi-directional signaling [13, 46]. By exploiting
channel reciprocity, the direct beamformer estimation strategies for dynamic TDD have
been provided in [47, 30]. Beamforming techniques with decentralized coordination for
multi-cell cellular network is discussed in [12]. Decentralized iterative beamformer design
algorithms which manage the UL-to-DL and DL-to-UL interferences in dynamic TDD
system are presented in [48, 49, 50].
2.3 5G NR Frame Structure
There is a need for 5G air interfaces to meet the physical layer requirements without
restriction on UL/DL slot assignment per cell based on instantaneous traffic demand.
For this reason, we present the concept of slot aggregation and mini-slot scheduling
features of 5G NR frame structure in this section.
In 5G NR, a single radio frame of 10ms is divided into ten subframes, each with a
length of 1ms. Each subframe is further divided into slots with 14 orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols, where the duration of a slot depends on different
types of subcarrier spacing (numerology). Since the OFDM symbol duration is inversely
proportional to the subcarrier spacing, the duration of the slots decreases as the sub
carrier spacing increases [51]. The various transmission numerology defined by the third
generation partnership project (3GPP) are given in Table 1. Here the numerology µ = 0
represent the subcarrier spacing of 15kHz and it is considered as a baseline in defining
the subframe of duration 1ms.
Table 1. Supported transmission numerologies [52]
µ ∇f = 2µ15 kHz cyclic prefix
0 15 Normal
1 30 Normal
2 60 Normal, Extended
3 120 Normal
4 240 Normal
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An OFDM symbol in a slot in 5G NR frame is considered as a basic UL/DL scheduling
interval. A slot can contain all UL symbols, all DL symbols, at least one UL symbol, or
at least one DL symbol as shown in Figure 3. These slots can also be concatenated and
aggregated to support the asymmetric DL/UL traffic. In addition to slot aggregation,
5G NR also allows mini-slot scheduling, where transmission can be done for a fraction
of a slot [51]. The slot aggregation and mini-slot scheduling in 5G NR are very essential
features for serving asymmetric traffic and to gain the benefits of dynamic TDD.
DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL DL
UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL UL
DL X X
UL
X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X
DL heavy
UL heavy
1 DL symbol
1 UL symbol
Figure 3. OFDM symbol slots in 5G NR frame.
2.4 Mathematical Preliminaries
This section provides a brief overview of mathematical tools used to obtain the solutions
for the problems considered in the thesis. In this section, only the key technical concepts
are presented and the rigorous mathematical analysis can be found in the mentioned
references.
2.4.1 Linear signal processing for MIMO Channel
In this section we focus on linear transmit-receive procesing schemes for MIMO system.
The linear processing techniques have low complexity and provide no error feedback
problems at the expense of a worse performance. Let us consider the case of a cell in DL
transmission with two users. The transmitted vector when using beamvectors vi ∈ CN×1
for all i = 1, 2 at the transmitter is
x =
2∑
i=1
visi, (1)
where si ∈ C is a scalar data symbol with zero mean and normalized such that E[|si|2] = 1.
Assuming that the ith receiver employs linear receiver wi ∈ CM×1, the estimated data
symbol is
ŝi = wHi yi, (2)
where yi = Hix+zi is the received antenna vector at the ith user. The matrix Hi ∈ CM×N
is the channel matrix between the transmitter and ith user and zi is the complex Gaussian
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noise. The mean-squared error corresponding to the estimated data symbol ŝi with
respect to transmitted data symbol si is defined as
MSEi = E[|ŝi − si|2]. (3)
The MSE is bounded to 0 < MSE ≤ 1, because of the symbol energy normalization to
unity. The upper bound is always attained by setting ŝ = 0. Unless the noise variance is
zero, the lower bound cannot be attained. In practical communication systems, the noise
variance cannot be zero. The smaller the MSE in a communication system, the better the
system is [53]. However, achieving low MSE requires very large transmit power, which
is a highly undesired property of a system. Hence, a communication system has to be
designed such that there is a balance between the MSE and available resources (power,
spectrum).
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the receive combiner output (2)
is the ratio of desired component and undesired component:
SINRi =
|wHi Hivi|2
wHi Riwi
, (4)
where Ri = E[yiyHi ]. The SINR is bounded by the region 0 < SINR < ∞. Unless the
channel is noiseless, the upper bound cannot achieved and the lower bound cannot be
achieved unless the desired signal component is zero. For a communication system, the
higher the SINR the better the system. The SINR and MSE are related as [53]
SINRi =
1
MSEi
− 1. (5)
A more detailed discussion and analysis on linear processing for MIMO and figures of
merit are provided in [53].
2.4.2 KKT Conditions
A convex optimization problem is written in the form [54]:
minimize f0(x) (6a)
subject to fi(x) ≤ 0 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (6b)
hi(x) = 0 1 ≤ i ≤ p, (6c)
with the variable x ∈ Rn. The functions f0, ..., fm are convex functions, and the
functions h1, ..., hp are linear functions. In the Lagrange duality, the objective function is
augmented with a weighted sum of constraint functions. Thus, the Lagrangian associated
with the problem (6) can be defined as
L(x,λ,ν) = f0(x) +
m∑
i=1
λifi(x) +
p∑
i=1
νihix, (7)
where λi is the dual variable associated with ith constraint in (6b) and νi is the dual
variable associated with ith constraint in (6c). By differentiating the Lagrangian over x,
the dual function g(λ,ν) can be defined as
g(λ,ν) = inf
x∈D
L(x,λ,ν), (8)
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where D is the domain of the of the optimization problem (6). Let x? and (λ?,ν?) be
the primal and dual variables at the optimum. Then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions are stated as:
hi(x?) = 0, fi(x?) ≤ 0, (9)
λ?i ≥ 0, (10)
∇xf0(x?) +
m∑
i=1
λ?i∇xfi(x?) +
p∑
i=1
ν?i∇xhi(x?) = 0, (11)
λ?i fi(x?) = 0. (12)
Optimal solutions can be obtained analytically by using KKT conditions. A more detailed
discussion and analysis on KKT conditions can be found in [54, 53]
2.4.3 Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
ADMM is an iterative method that makes the handling of convex optimization problems
easier by breaking them into smaller pieces. ADMM combines the advantages of
dual ascent and method of multipliers algorithm and is well suited for distributed
implementation with fast converging properties [55]. Let us consider the following convex
problem
minimize f(x) + g(z) (13a)
subject to Ax + Bz = c, (13b)
with variables x and z, where f(x) : Cn → R and f(z) : Cm → R are convex functions
and A ∈ Rl×n,B ∈ Rl×m, and c ∈ Rl. With the assumption that (13) is solvable and
strong duality holds, the augmented Lagrangian (as in method of multipliers) for the
ADMM can be written as
Lρ(x, z,λ) = f(x) + f(z) + λT(Ax + Bz− c) +
ρ
2 ||Ax + Bz− c||
2
2, (14)
where ρ > 0 is the penalty parameter and λ is the vector of dual variables associated
with the constraint (13b). Each iteration of ADMM consists of three steps, where the
primal variables x and z are updated alternately in step (15) and (16), respectively,
followed by update of dual variables λ, i.e.,
xi+1 = arg min
x∈Rn
Lρ
(
x, zi,λi
)
, (15)
zi+1 = arg min
z∈Rm
Lρ
(
xi+1, z,λi
)
, (16)
λi+1 = λi + ρ(Axi+1 + Bzi+1 − c). (17)
The update of primal variables x and z follows the same manner as dual decomposition
enabling the distributed implementation of ADMM. The sequence of objective values
obtained by iterative procedure of the ADMM converges to the optimal value. The
penalty term ρ2 ||Ax + Bz − c||
2
2 alleviates the strict convexity of objective in primal
variable update. The detailed discussion and analysis of ADMM can be found in [55].
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2.4.4 Consensus ADMM for General QCQP
Quadratically constrained quadratic programming (QCQP) is an optimization problem
which minimizes a quadratic function subject to quadratic equality and inequality
constraints [56]. A QCQP in general form can be written as
minimize xHA0x− 2R{bH0 x} (18a)
subject to xHAix− 2R{bHi x} ≤ ci, ∀i = 1, ...,m, (18b)
with variable x ∈ Cn, where Ai ∈ Cn×n, bi ∈ Cn, and ci ∈ C is a scalar. The general
QCQP problem (18) can be transformed into a consensus form as
minimize xHA0x− 2R{bH0 x} (19a)
subject to zHi Aizi − 2R{bHi zi} ≤ ci, (19b)
zi = x, ∀i = 1, ...,m, (19c)
with variables x and {zi}∀i. Then by following the approach in section 2.4.3, each
iteration of corresponding consensus-ADMM algorithm involves following three steps:
x← (A0 +mρI)−1
(
b0 + ρ
m∑
i=1
(zi + ui)
)
, (20)
zi ← arg min
zi
||zi − x + ui||2, ∀i = 1, ...m, (21)
ui ← ui + zi − x, ∀i = 1, ...m. (22)
The update of x is an unconstrained quadratic minimization problem and update of zi is
a QCQP with one constraint (QCQP-1) and it can be updated optimally. The efficient
update of zi for QCQP-1 is discussed below:
Let us define ζi = x− ui, then the problem (21) can be denoted as
minimize ||zi − ζi||2 (23a)
subject to zHi Aizi − 2R{bHi zi} = ci, (23b)
with variable zi. For an inequality constraint, if ζi is feasible, then ζi is the solution, else
the constraint must be satisfied as equality. If bi = 0 and Ai has a rank greater than 1,
then there is no closed-form solution for (23), but zi can still be updated efficiently. Let
QΛQH be the eigen-decomposition of Ai, where Q is a unitary matrix and Λ is diagonal
real. We define z̃i = QHzi and ζ̃ = QHζ, then the equivalent problem is
minimize ||z̃i − ζ̃i||2 (24a)
subject to z̃Hi Λz̃i = ci, (24b)
with variable zi. The corresponding Lagrangian is
L = ||z̃i − ζ̃i||2 + µ(z̃Hi Λz̃i − ci), (25)
where µ is a Lagrange multiplier. The necessary condition for optimality is ∇L = 0,
which upon solving yields the solution for z̃i as
z̃i = (I + µΛ)−1ζ̃i (26)
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The Lagrange multiplier µ can be found by solving the nonlinear equation (27) via
bisection or Newton’s method.
n∑
k=1
λk
(1 + µλk)2
|ζ̃ik |2 = ci. (27)
After finding the value of µ, we can plug it back to (26) to obtain z̃i. Then the desired
update zi is given by zi = Qz̃i. A more detailed discussion on consensus ADMM for
general QCQP can be found in [57].
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3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this chapter, we consider a network with two µOPs operating in dynamic TDD mode.
Here, we consider the design of transmit precoders with weighted sum rate maximization
objective in a multi-cell MU-MIMO scenario. This chapter provides the system model
used in this thesis and discusses the problem formulation.
3.1 System Model
We consider a multi-cell multi-user system operating in dynamic TDD mode with B
base stations, belonging to two different micro-operators. We assume that at any time
slot, operators share a resource block by operating in different UL/DL transmission
modes (i.e., one operator in the DL mode, and another in the UL mode). Without loss
of generality, we consider this special case because it captures the difficulty of µOPs
spectrum sharing when both are in synchronous UL or DL mode. We denote the set of
BSs that belongs to operator in DL transmission by BDL, and the set of BSs that belong
to operator in UL transmission by BUL. Hence, the set of BSs in the network is given
by B =BDL ∪ BUL, and we label them with the integer values b=1, 2, ..., B. We denote
the set of UEs served by the BS b by Kb, and we label them with the integer values
k=1, 2, ..., Kb. Each BS is equipped with N transmit antennas and each user is equipped
with M receive antennas. The overall system model can be illustrated in Figure 4
Figure 4. System model.
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The antenna signal vector transmitted by bth downlink µOP BS is given by
xb =
∑
k∈Kb
vbksbk, (28)
where sbk represents information symbol and vbk ∈ CN×1 represents the precoder
associated with kth user of downlink BS b. We assume that sbk is normalized such
that E[sbks∗bk] = 1.
Similarly, the signal transmitted by lth user of uplink µOP BS n can be expressed as
x̄nl = v̄nlrnl, (29)
where v̄nl ∈ CM×1 represents the precoder associated with lth user of uplink BS n, and
rnl represents the information symbol associated with lth user of uplink BS n. We assume
that rnl is normalized such that E[rnlr∗nl] = 1.
3.1.1 Downlink
The signal received by kth user of downlink operator BS b can be expressed as
ybk = HHb,bkvbksbk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired Signal
+ HHb,bk
∑
l∈Kb
l 6=k
vblsbl
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-cell DL-DL operator interference
+
∑
n∈BDL
n 6=b
HHn,bk
∑
l∈Kn
vnlsnl
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell DL-DL operator interference
+
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
H̄nl,bkv̄nlrnl︸ ︷︷ ︸
UL-DL operator interference
+zbk, (30)
where HHb,bk ∈ CM×N denotes the channel vector between bth BS and kth user of BS b,
H̄nl,bk ∈ CM×M represents the interference channel between lth user of uplink operator
BS n and kth user of downlink BS b, and zbk is complex Gaussian noise with variance
σ2I.
Let wbk be the linear receiver employed by the kth user of downlink BS b. Then the
symbol sbk can be estimated as
ŝbk = wHbkybk. (31)
The MSE associated with kth user of downlink BS b is given by
eDLbk = E[(sbk − ŝbk)(sbk − ŝbk)H]
= 1−wHbkHHb,bkvbk − (wHbkHHb,bkvbk)H + wHbkCbkwbk, (32)
where Cbk is the received signal covariance and is expressed as
Cbk =
[ ∑
n∈BDL
HHn,bk
( ∑
l∈Kn
vnlvHnl
)
Hn,bk +
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
H̄nl,bkv̄nlv̄HnlH̄Hnl,bk + σ2I
]
. (33)
We obtain the linear minimum mean-squared-error (LMMSE) receiver associated with
kth user of downlink BS b by minimizing (32), for fixed vbk, and it can be expressed as
wbk = C−1bk (HHb,bkvbk). (34)
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When the LMMSE receiver is employed, the corresponding MSE (32) reduces to
ẽDLbk = 1− vHbkHb,bkC−1bk HHb,bkvbk. (35)
In this thesis, we assume that Gaussian signaling is used, and the interference from all
other UL users and DL BSs is treated as noise. Thus, the rate of kth user of downlink
BS b can be expressed as
Rbk = log2(1 + wHbkHHb,bkvbkvHbkHb,bkwbkγ−1bk ), (36)
where γbk is the interference and is given by
γbk = wHbk
[
HHb,bk
(∑
l∈Kb
l 6=k
vblvHbl
)
Hb,bk +
∑
n∈BDL
n 6=b
HHn,bk
(∑
l∈Kn
vnlvHnl
)
Hn,bk +
+
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
H̄nl,bkv̄nlv̄HnlH̄Hnl,bk + σ2I
]
wbk. (37)
When the optimal LMMSE receiver is employed, the rate of kth user of downlink BS b
can also be expressed as
Rbk = log2(1 + vHbkHb,bk(C−1bk )HHHb,bkvbkvHbkHb,bkC−1bk HHb,bkvbkγ−1bk ). (38)
Computing the user rates in practice is difficult because of the requirement of centralized
CSI knowledge. Hence, alternating optimization technique is used in practice.
3.1.2 Uplink
Note that the set of BSs BUL belongs to the micro-operator in the UL transmission mode.
The received signal vector by uplink operator BS n is given by
ȳn = Hn,nlv̄nlrnl︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired Signal
+
∑
k∈Kn
k 6=l
Hn,nkv̄nkrnk
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-cell UL-UL operator interference
+
∑
b∈BUL
b 6=n
∑
l∈Kb
Hn,blv̄blrbl
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell UL-UL operator interference
+
∑
b∈BDL
H̃b,n
∑
k∈Kb
vbksbk︸ ︷︷ ︸
DL-UL operator interference
+z̄n, (39)
where Hn,nl ∈ CN×M represents the channel vector between uplink BS n and lth user of
BS n, matrix H̃b,n ∈ CN×N represents the interference channel matrix between downlink
operator BS b and uplink BS n, and z̄n is complex Gaussian noise vector with covariance
σ2I.
Let w̄nl ∈ CN×1 be the linear combining vector employed by lth user of uplink BS n.
Then the symbol rnl can be estimated as
r̂nl = w̄Hnlȳn. (40)
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The MSE associated with lth user of uplink BS n is given by
eULnl = E[(rnl − r̂nl)(rnl − r̂nl)H]
= 1− v̄nlHHn,nlw̄nl − v̄nlw̄HnlHn,nl + w̄HnlC̄nw̄nl, (41)
where C̄n is the received signal covariance matrix of uplink BS n and is given by
C̄n =
[ ∑
b∈BUL
∑
l∈Kb
Hn,blv̄nlv̄HnlHHn,bl +
∑
b∈BDL
H̃b,n
( ∑
k∈Kb
vbkvHbk
)
H̃Hb,n + σ2I
]
. (42)
We obtain the LMMSE receiver associated with lth user of uplink BS n by minimizing
(41), for fixed v̄nl, and it can be expressed as
w̄nl = C̄−1n (Hn,nlv̄nl). (43)
When the LMMSE receiver is employed, the corresponding MSE (41) reduces to
ẽULnl = 1− v̄HnlHHn,nl̄̄C−1n (Hn,nlv̄nl). (44)
Then the rate of lth user of uplink BS n can be expressed as
R̄nl = log2(1 + w̄HnlHn,nlv̄nlv̄HnlHHn,nlw̄nlγ̄−1nl ), (45)
where the interference γ̄nl is given by
γ̄nl = w̄Hnl
[ ∑
k∈Kn
k 6=l
Hn,nkv̄nkv̄HnkHHn,nk +
∑
b∈BUL
b 6=n
∑
k∈Kb
Hn,bkv̄bkv̄HbkHHn,bk
+
∑
b∈BDL
H̃b,n
( ∑
k∈Kb
vbkvHbk
)
H̃Hb,n + σ2I
]
w̄nl. (46)
When the optimal LMMSE receiver is employed, the rate of lth user of uplink BS n can
also be expressed as
R̄nl = log2(1 + vHnlHHn,nl(C̄−1n )HHn,nlv̄nlv̄HnlHHn,nlC̄−1n Hn,nlv̄nlγ̄−1nl ). (47)
3.2 Problem Formulation
Our objective is to provide the aggregated interference protection between two micro-
operators operating in the dynamic TDD mode, and simultaneously maximize the overall
sum-rate of the operators. We consider an involved scenario where the operators are
sharing a same resource element by operating in the different UL and DL transmission
mode.
The total interference power generated by BDL BSs (i.e., all BSs that belong
to DL micro-operator) at nth BS of UL micro-operator can be expressed as∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb v
H
bkH̃Hb,n
(∑
l∈Kn w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk. We assume that this DL-to-UL operator
interference is limited by a predefined threshold θ̄n. Likewise, the total interference power
generated by all users that belong to UL micro-operator at kth user of bth BS DL micro-
operator can be expressed as ∑n∈BUL ∑l∈Kn v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl. We assume that
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this UL-to-DL operator interference is limited by a predefined threshold θbk. Thus, we
have ∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
vHbkH̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk ≤ θ̄n, n ∈ BUL, (48)∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl ≤ θbk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb. (49)
Let µbk and µ̄nl be arbitrary nonnegative weights assigned to kth user of DL BS b and
lth user of UL BS n, respectively. Assuming that the power allocation to bth DL BS and
lth user of UL BS n are subject to maximum power constraints ∑k∈Kb ||vbk||22 ≤ Pmaxb
and ||v̄nl||22 ≤ P̄maxnl , respectively; the problem of WSRM subject to inter-micro-operator
interference constraints can be expressed as
maximize
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
µbkRbk +
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
µ̄nlR̄nl (50a)
subject to
∑
k∈Kb
||vbk||22 ≤ Pmaxb , b ∈ BDL (50b)
||v̄nl||22 ≤ P̄maxnl , n ∈ BUL, l ∈ Kn (50c)∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
vHbkH̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk≤θ̄n, n ∈ BUL, (50d)∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl ≤θbk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (50e)
with variables {vbk,wbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl, w̄nl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn .
The precoder design for the WSRM problem (50) is difficult due to the non convex
nature of the problem and also impractical due to centralized CSI requirement. In the
following chapter, we present two different approaches to solve the non convex WSRM
problem based on WMMSEMin and WSMSE minimization.
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4 ALGORITHM DERIVATION
In this chapter, we derive two fast-iterative but possibly suboptimal distributed algorithm
for NP-hard problem (50). The distributed precoder design can be achieved either
by using backhaul to exchange the coupling variables or by using OTA signalling to
update respective precoders/combiners. The proposed algorithms are derived based on
the alternating optimization technique [58], and is derived in conjunction with ADMM
because of its fast converging property [55]. Here we discuss the distributed precoder
design techniques where precoders are designed at each DL BS and UL user by exchanging
some coupling variables between the coordinating BSs and users.
4.1 WMMSE Approach
By following the approach in [59], we start by writing the WSRM problem (50)
equivalently as the minimization of the following utility function:
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
µbk(gbkeDLbk − log(gbk)) +
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
µ̄nl(ḡnleULnl − log(ḡnl) (51a)
subject to constraints (50b)− (50e), (51b)
with variables {vbk,wbk, gbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl, w̄nl, ḡnl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn . Problem (50)
and (51) are equivalent in a sense that for each choice of precoders, the global optimal
point for both the problems is same; we refer the interested reader to [58, 59, 60] for
more detail.
In problem (51), the set of UL/DL beamformers {vbk, v̄nl}, combiners {wbk, w̄nl},
and the MMSE weights {gbk, ḡnl} are optimization variables. Problem (51) is not
jointly convex in these three set of variables. However, it is a convex problem in
each set of variable {vbk, v̄nl}, {wbk, w̄nl}, or {gbk, ḡnl} (i.e., by keeping other two set
of variables fixed). Thus, we adopt the alternating optimization technique as used in the
references [58, 59, 61, 60]. However, deriving an iterative algorithm for problem (51) is
not straightforward due to the interference constraints (50d) and (50e), as compared to
the works in [58, 59, 60, 61].
For fixed {vbk, v̄nl} and {gbk, ḡnl}, the optimal combiner {wbk, w̄nl} is the LMMSE
receivers and are given by the expressions (34) and (43). For fixed {vbk, v̄nl} and
{wbk, w̄nl}, the update for {gbk, ḡnl} is given by
gbk = [ẽDLbk ]
−1
, ḡnl = [ẽULnl ]
−1
. (52)
Problem (51) on variables {vbk, v̄nl} is a quadratic optimization problem [54] for
fixed {wbk, w̄nl} and {gbk, ḡnl}. Furthermore, this problem decouples across variables
{vbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn , since the objective and constraints are separable on
these two sets of variables. In the following section we derive an iterative algorithm to
find {vbk, v̄nl} for problem (51).
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4.1.1 DL Operator Precoder Optimization
We first derive an algorithm to find solution for DL precoder {vbk}. The problem (51)
on variable {vbk} can be expressed as
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
(vHbkΦbvbk − 2R(abkvbk)) (53a)
subject to
∑
k∈Kb
||vbk||22 ≤ Pmaxb , b ∈ BDL (53b)
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
vHbkH̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk≤θ̄n, n ∈ BUL, (53c)
where abk = µkgbkwHbkHHb,bk and Φb is
Φb =
∑
n∈BDL
∑
l∈Kn
µnl(wHnlHHb,nl)Hgnl(wHnlHHb,nl)+
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
µ̄nl(w̄HnlH̃b,n)Hḡnl(w̄HnlH̃b,n). (54)
Note that in problem (53) the objective function and constraint (53b) is separable
in b ∈ BDL, one for each DL operator BS. However, constraint (53c) complicates this
separation. In order to derive an iterative algorithm by updating {vbk}k∈Kb on each DL
BS, we adopt ADMM method [55] to decompose the problem (53). In this approach,
the precoders are designed at each BS by exchanging the coupling variables via backhaul
that interconnects all the coordinating BSs. An alternative distributed algorithm based
on primal decomposition method has been presented in [12].
To perform a distributed design, we introduce the auxiliary variables, which are inter
operator BS-BS interference power from downlink BS b to uplink BS n and is denoted
by {χb,n}n∈BUL . The resulting problem is expressed as
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
(vHbkΦbvbk − 2R(abkvbk)) (55a)
subject to
∑
k∈Kb
||vbk||22 ≤ Pmaxb , b ∈ BDL, (55b)
Tr(
∑
k∈Kb
vHbkH̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk)≤χb,n, b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL, (55c)
χb,n = ub,n, b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL, (55d)∑
b∈BDL
ub,n ≤ θ̄n, n ∈ BUL, (55e)
with variables {vbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {χb,n, ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL . Here, ub,n is the global
consensus variable. The constraint (55e) is used to ensure that the sum of the interference
from all DL BSs to an UL BS do not violate the interference threshold.
We now express problem (55) more compactly. To do this, let us define the matrix
Vb = [vb1, . . . ,vbKb ] and χb = [χb,1, . . . , χb,|BUL|], and the following set:
Cb =
Vb,χb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Tr(VbVHb ) ≤ Pmaxb
Tr(VHb H̃Hb,n
(∑
l∈Kn w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nVb) ≤ χb,n, n ∈ BUL.
 (56)
Furthermore, for the sake of brevity, let us define the following functions:
I
(
{ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
=
{
0 ∑b∈BDL ub,n ≤ θ̄n, n ∈ BUL
∞ otherwise, (57)
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and
Ψb
(
Vb,χb
)
=
{
Tr(VHb ΦbVb)− 2R(Tr(AbVb)) Vb,χb ∈ Cb
∞ otherwise, (58)
where Ab = [ab1, . . . , abkb ]T.
Using (57) and (58), problem (55) can now be written compactly as
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
Ψb
(
Vb,χb
)
+ I
(
{ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
(59a)
subject to χb,n = ub,n, b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL, (59b)
with variables {Vb,χb}b∈BDL and {ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL .
ADMM Algorithm for DL Operator Precoder Optimization
To derive the ADMM algorithm we first form the augmented Lagrangian [55] of
problem (59). Let {λbn}b∈BDL,n∈BUL be the dual variables associated with the equality
constraints (59b). Then the augmented Lagrangian can be written as
Lρ
(
{Vb, χb}b∈BDL , {ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL , {λbn}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
=
∑
b∈BDL
Ψb
(
Vb,χb
)
+ I
(
{ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
+
∑
b∈BDL
∑
n∈BUL
(
λbn(χb,n − ub,n) + ρ/2(χb,n − ub,n)2
)
, (60)
where ρ > 0 is a penalty parameter that adds the quadratic penalty to the standard
Lagrangian L0 for the violation of the equality constraints (59b).
As discussed in 2.4.3, each iteration of ADMM algorithm consists of the following three
steps:
Vi+1b , χi+1b = arg min
Vb,χb∈Cb
Lρ
(
Vb, χb, {uib,n}n∈BUL , {λibn}n∈BUL
)
, b ∈ BDL (61)
{ui+1b,n } = arg min
{ub,n}
Lρ
(
{Vi+1b , χi+1b }, {ub,n}, {λibn}
)
, b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL (62)
λi+1bn = λibn + ρ(χi+1b,n − ui+1b,n ), b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL (63)
[STEP 1 of ADMM] The update Vi+1b ,χi+1b in (61) is a solution of the following
optimization problem:
minimize Ψb
(
Vb,χb
)
+
∑
n∈BUL
(
λibn(χb,n − uib,n) + ρ/2(χb,n − uib,n)2
)
, (64)
with variables Vb,χb. Let βbn = (1/ρ)λbn be the scaled dual variable, then (64) can be
written as
minimize Ψb
(
Vb,χb
)
+
∑
n∈BUL
(ρ/2)(χb,n − uib,n + βibn)2
)
, (65)
with variables Vb,χb.
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The optimization problem in (65) for bth DL BS is:
minimize Tr(VHb ΦbVb)− 2R(Tr(AbVb)) +
∑
n∈BUL
(ρ/2)(χb,n − uib,n + βibn)2 (66a)
subject to Tr(VbVHb ) ≤ Pmaxb , (66b)
Tr(VHb H̃Hb,n
(∑
l∈Kn w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nVb)≤χb,n, n ∈ BUL, (66c)
where {Vb,χb}b∈BDL are the optimization variables. To solve problem (66), we adopt
dual decomposition. Let ξb,n be the dual variables associated with the constraint (66c).
Then the partial Lagrangian of (66) can be written as
L(Vb,χb, db,n) = Tr(VHb ΦbVb)− 2R(Tr(AbVb)) +
∑
n∈BUL
(ρ/2)(χb,n − uib,n + βibn)2+
+
∑
n∈BUL
ξb,n(Tr(VHb H̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nVb)− χb,n). (67)
Given the dual variable {ξb,n}n∈BDL , we can minimize L(Vb,χb, ξb,n) subject to
constraint (66b). Thus the subproblem can now be expressed as
minimize Tr(VHb ΦbVb)− 2R(Tr(AbVb)) +
∑
n∈BUL
(ρ/2)(χb,n − uib,n + βibn)2+
+
∑
n∈BUL
ξb,n(Tr(VHb H̃Hb,n
( ∑
l∈Kn
w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nVb)− χb,n)
subject to Tr(VbVHb ) ≤ Pmaxb ,
(68)
where {Vb,χb} are the optimization variables.
To make the notations simpler, we denote H̃Hb,n
(∑
l∈Kn w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,n by Ob,n. Let
αb be the dual variable associated with the constraint in (68), then the solution for
quadratic optimization problem (68) can be obtained by differentiating with respect to
each associated primal optimization variables Vb and χb, and setting the gradient to
zero.
∇V∗
b
: ΦbVb −AHb + αbVb +
∑
n∈BUL
ξb,nOb,nVb = 0, (69)
∇χb,n : ρ(χb,n − uib,n + βib,n)− ξb,n = 0. (70)
Solving (69) for Vb and (70) for χb,n we have
Vb = (Φb + αbIN +
∑
n∈BUL
ξb,nOb,n)−1AHb , (71)
χb,n =
ξb,n
ρ
+ uib,n − βib,n. (72)
The dual variable αb can be found using bisection search to satisfy power constraint
Tr(VbVHb ) ≤ Pmaxb . Let V?b and {χ?b,n}n∈BDL be a solution for (68), then the solution for
dual variable {ξb,n}n∈BDL can be found using projected subgradient method [54].
ξb,n(t+ 1) = max
(
ξb,n(t) + δ(Tr((V?b)HOb,nV?b)− χ?b,n), 0
)
, n ∈ BDL. (73)
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[STEP 2 of ADMM] The update {ui+1b,n }b∈BDL,n∈BUL in (62) is a solution of the following
optimization problem:
minimize I
(
{ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
+
∑
b∈BDL
∑
n∈BUL
(
λibn(χi+1b,n − ub,n) + ρ/2(χi+1b,n − ub,n)2
)
(74)
By substituting the expression of I
(
{ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL
)
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
∑
n∈BUL
(ρ/2)(ub,n − χi+1b,n − βib,n)2
subject to
∑
b∈BDL
ub,n ≤ θ̄n, n ∈ BUL,
(75)
with variables {ub,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL .
The quadratic optimization problem in (75) is separable for each n ∈ BUL and can be
expressed as
minimize
∑
b∈BDL
(ρ/2)(ub,n − χi+1b,n − βib,n)2
subject to
∑
b∈BDL
ub,n ≤ θ̄n,
(76)
with variables {ub,n}b∈BDL . Let us assume un = [u1,n, u2,n, ..., u|BDL|,n]T and χ′n =
χi+1n + βin, where χi+1n = [χi+11,n , χi+12,n , ..., χi+1|BDL|,n]
T and βin = [βi1,n, βi2,n, ..., βi|BDL|,n]
T. For
the inequality constraint, we check if χ′n is feasible: if it is feasible then χ′n is the
solution, else the constraint must be satisfied as equality. The solution of the problem (76)
when the constraint is equality can be found by solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
optimality conditions. The solution un can be obtained as
un = χ′n +
θ̄n − 1T
||1||22
. (77)
[STEP 3 of ADMM] The update for the scaled variable βbn can be obtained by solving
expression (63) as
βi+1bn = βibn + χi+1b,n − ui+1b,n , b ∈ BDL, n ∈ BUL. (78)
Finally we summarize the steps of proposed distributed ADMM algorithm for DL
precoder optimization problem in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Distributed ADMM Algorithm for DL Precoder Optimization
1. Initialize: given feasible starting point {u0b,n, β0b,n, ξb,n}b∈BDL,n∈BUL , and parameter
ρ > 0. Set iteration indices i = 0.
2. ADMM Iteration
(a) Each DL operator BS b updates the local variables {Vi+1b ,χi+1b } by solving (71)
and (72), respectively. Dual variable ξb,n is updated using (73).
(b) DL operator BSs exchange their updated local variable χi+1b with each other.
(c) Each DL operator BS updates {ui+1b,n }n∈BUL by solving (77) and exchanges with
other DL BSs.
(d) Each DL operator BS b computes {βbn}n∈BUL by solving (78).
3. Stopping criterion: if the stopping criterion is satisfied, go to step 4. Otherwise,
set i = i+ 1 and go to step 2.
4. Return {Vb}b∈BDL .
In step 1 of Algorithm 1, the algorithm is initialized. Step 2 performs the ADMM
iterations to compute Vb in three stages. In the first stage, each DL BS solves the
problem (68) with fixed dual variable ξb,n for local variables {Vi+1b ,χi+1b } by solving (71)
and (72), respectively. Dual variable ξb,n is updated using (73). The computed local
variable χi+1b is exchanged between all the DL BSs in step 2b. Upon obtaining the
coupling variables, the global consensus variable ub,n is updated at each DL BS in step
2c. After the update of global consensus variables, these variables are exchanged between
all the DL BSs. In step 2d, the corresponding scaled dual variables are updated at each
DL BS. In step 3, the stopping criteria for the ADMM iterations is checked. If the
stopping criteria is satisfied, the algorithm returns the DL precoder Vb, else the ADMM
iterations are continued until the stopping criteria is fulfilled.
Standard stopping criteria discussed in [55] is used to stop the ADMM
algorithm. Let us define χ = [χ1,1, ...χ1,|BUL|, ..., χ|BDL|,1, ..., χ|BDL|,|BUL|]T and u =
[u1,1, ...u1,|BUL|, ..., u|BDL|,1, ..., u|BDL|,|BUL|]T. Then at the ith ADMM iteration, the primal
residual is ri = Iχi − Iui and dual residual is si = −ρITI(ui − ui−1). A reasonable
stopping criterion for the ADMM algorithm is that the primal and dual residual must be
small i.e.,
||ri||2 ≤ ε and ||si||2 ≤ ε. (79)
The total signalling load at the DL BSs per network level iteration is given by 3(|BDL|−
1)|BUL|, since each BS needs variables χi+1b , ui+1b,n , and βi+1bn from (|BDL|−1) BSs excluding
itself. The signalling load per network level iteration in ADMM is higher compared
to the signalling load in the solution via primal decomposition method. However, the
convergence of ADMM method is much faster than primal decomposition method. This
is because of the fact that primal decomposition method employs subgradient method
which is slowly converging in nature.
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4.1.2 UL Operator Precoder Optimization
We now solve problem (51) for UL precoder {v̄nl}, and it can be expressed as
minimize
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
(v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl)) (80a)
subject to ||v̄nl||22 ≤ P̄maxnl , n ∈ BUL, l ∈ Kn (80b)∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl≤θbk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (80c)
where ānl = µ̄nlḡnlw̄HnlHn,nl and Φ̄nl is
Φ̄nl =
∑
b∈BUL
∑
k∈Kb
µ̄bk(w̄HbkHb,nl)Hḡbk(w̄HbkHb,nl) +
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
µbk(wHbkH̄nl,bk)Hgbk(wHbkH̄nl,bk).
(81)
Coordination between all the UL operator users is required to guarantee that the
interference thresholds are met at DL operator user. The coordination between the users
is very difficult to achieve because of lack of communication links between the users.
Thus we propose an algorithm in which we fix the maximum interference that an UL
operator user can cause to a DL operator user using signalling scheme as shown in Figure
5.
Figure 5. Signalling required to fix new interference thresholds for each UL user based
on reference signal measurements.
The proposed algorithm is based on calculation of channel gain at each UL user via
reference signal (RS) transmitted from DL user. We assume that DL user transmits
an omni-directional reference pilot signal. An omni-directional beam can be generated
by activating only a single antenna of the transmitter and setting the weights of other
antennas in the precoder as 0. Let pbk be the pilot sequence associated with kth user in
DL BS b. Then the reference signal transmitted by kth user in DL BS b is
xRSbk = vbkpbk. (82)
Now the reference signal received by lth user in UL BS n is
yRSnl = HHnl,bkxRSbk +
∑
b∈BDL
∑
q∈Kb
q 6=k
HHnl,bqxRSbq + z̄nl (83)
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Then, the received signal power PRSnl,bk from kth user in DL BS b to lth user in UL BS n
can be extracted by multiplying the received signal by the corresponding pilot sequence
such that
PRSnl,bk = ||yRSnl pHbk||22. (84)
Based on the received signal strength from all DL-operator users, new interference
thresholds for lth user in UL BS n to the kth user in DL BS b can be computed as
χ̄nl,bk =
PRSnl,bk(∑
m∈BUL
∑
q∈Km P
RS
mq,bk
)θbk. (85)
Below we summarize the algorithm to fix the UL-to-DL threshold based on the path
gain between DL user and UL user.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to fix the UL-to-DL Interference Threshold
1. Each DL-operator-user transmits omni-directional reference pilot signal
{xRSbk }b∈BDL,k∈Kb with full power by using (82).
2. Each UL-operator-user computes the received power {PRSnl,bk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb,n∈BUL,l∈Kn
from each DL-user by using (84) and reports them to UL-operator-BS.
3. UL-operator-BSs exchange the reported power {PRSnl,bk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb,n∈BUL,l∈Kn to each
other.
4. Each UL-operator-BS defines new threshold {χ̄nl,bk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb,n∈BUL,l∈Kn for each of
its user by using (85).
5. UL-BS relays back the new thresholds {χ̄nl,bk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb,n∈BUL,l∈Kn to the users.
In step 1 of Algorithm 2, all DL users transmit an omni-directional reference pilot
signal using (82). Each UL user then decodes the received signal from each UL user
using the known pilot sequence and then computes the received power using (84) and
reports them to the UL BS in step 2. All UL BSs exchange the reported power form
each UL user among themselves in step 3. In step 4, each UL BS defines new threshold
for its user using (85) and relays it back to the users in step 5.
When the interference from lth user in UL BS n to the kth user in DL BS b is fixed
to χ̄nl,bk based on RS measurements, the optimization problem (80) can be decoupled
across lth user in UL BS n as
minimize v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) (86a)
subject to ||v̄nl||22 ≤ P̄maxnl , (86b)
v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl≤χ̄nl,bk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (86c)
with variables vnl.
The quadratically constrained quadratic program (86) can be solved using KKT
optimality conditions. But the subgradient method required to update the dual variables
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is a slow algorithm. Thus we adopt consensus ADMM to solve the QCQP (86) as
discussed in [57]. We first start by writing (86) in consensus form as
minimize v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) (87a)
subject to ‖ū00‖2 ≤ P̄maxnl , (87b)
ūHbkŌbkūbk ≤ χ̄nl,bk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (87c)
ūbk = v̄nl, b ∈ BDL ∪ {0}, k ∈ Kb ∪ {0}, (87d)
with variables v̄nl and {ūbk}b∈BDL∪{0},k∈Kb∪{0}. Here, we denote H̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bk by
Ōbk to make the notations simpler.
The problem (87) can be expressed more compactly. To do this, let us define the
following set:
C̄00 =
{
ū00
∣∣∣‖ū00‖2 ≤ P̄maxnl } (88)
C̄bk =
{
ūbk
∣∣∣ūHbkŌbkūHbk ≤ χ̄nl,bk} , b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (89)
Furthermore,we also define the following function:
Ī
(
ūbk
)
=
{
0 ūbk ∈ C̄bk
∞ otherwise, (90)
for all b ∈ BDL ∪ {0}, k ∈ Kb ∪ {0}.
Then problem (87) in compact form can now be written as
minimize v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) +
∑
b∈(BDL∪0)
∑
k∈(Kb∪0)
Ī
(
ūbk
)
(91a)
subject to ūbk = v̄nl, b ∈ (BDL ∪ 0), k ∈ (Kb ∪ 0) (91b)
with variables v̄nl and ūbk.
ADMM Algorithm for UL Operator Precoder Optimization
To derive the ADMM algorithm we first form the augmented Lagrangian [55]
of problem (91). Let {λ̄bk} be the dual variables associated with the equality
constraints (91b). To make the notations lighter, we define the sets b ∈ (BDL ∪ {0})
and k ∈ (Kb ∪ {0}). Then the augmented Lagrangian can be written as
Lρ̄
(
v̄nl, ūbk, λ̄bk
)
= v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) +
∑
b
∑
k
Ī
(
ūbk
)
+
∑
b
∑
k
(
λ̄bk(ūbk − v̄nl) + ρ̄/2||ūbk − v̄nl||2
)
(92)
where ρ̄ > 0 is a penalty parameter that adds the quadratic penalty to the standard
Lagrangian L0 for the violation of the equality constraints (91b).
Each iteration of ADMM algorithm consists of the following three steps:
v̄i+1nl = arg min
v̄nl
Lρ̄
(
v̄nl, ūibk, λ̄ibk
)
(93)
ūi+1bk = arg min
ūbk
Lρ̄
(
v̄i+1nl , ūbk, λ̄ibk
)
, ∀b, k (94)
λ̄i+1bk =
¯̄λibk + ρ̄(ūi+1bk − v̄i+1nl ), ∀b, k (95)
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[STEP 1 of ADMM] The update v̄i+1nl in (61) is a solution of the following optimization
problem:
minimize v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) +
∑
b
∑
k
(
λ̄ibk(ūibk − v̄nl) + ρ̄/2||ūibk − v̄nl||2
)
(96)
with variables v̄nl. Let β̄bk = (1/ρ)λ̄bk be the scaled dual variable, then we get
minimize v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl) +
∑
b
∑
k
ρ̄/2||ūibk − v̄nl + β̄ibk||2, (97)
with variable v̄nl. The solution for (97) can be obtained by differentiating with respect
to (v̄∗nl)T and setting the gradient to zero. The solution for v̄nl is then given by:
v̄i+1nl =
(
Φ̄nl +
∑
b
∑
k
ρ̄I
)−1(
āHnl + ρ̄
∑
b
∑
k
(ūibk + β̄ibk)
)
(98)
[STEP 2 of ADMM] The update {ūi+1bk } in (94) is a solution of the following
optimization problem:
minimize
∑
b
∑
k
Ī(ūbk) +
∑
b
∑
k
(
λ̄ibk(ūbk − v̄i+1nl ) + ρ̄/2||ūbk − v̄i+1nl ||2
)
(99)
By substituting the expression of Ī
(
ūbk
)
minimize
∑
b
∑
k
(ρ̄/2)||ūbk − v̄i+1nl + β̄ibk||2 (100a)
subject to ‖ū00‖2 ≤ P̄maxnl , (100b)
ūHbkŌbkūbk ≤ χ̄nl,bk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (100c)
with variables {ūbk}.
Problem (100) is separable for each {ūbk} and can be expressed as:
minimize ||ū00 − v̄i+1nl + β̄i00||2 (101a)
subject to ‖ū00‖2 ≤ P̄maxnl , (101b)
with variable ū00 and
minimize ||ūbk − v̄i+1nl + β̄ibk||2 (102a)
subject to ūHbkŌbkūbk ≤ χ̄nl,bk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (102b)
with variable ūbk. For ease of notation, we drop the subscript from (102) and define
ζ = v̄i+1 − β̄i+1 and denote the sub-problem as
minimize ||ū− ζ||2 (103a)
subject to ūHŌū ≤ χ̄, (103b)
with variable ū. For an inequality constraint, we check whether ζ is feasible: if it is
feasible then ζ is the solution, else the constraint must be satisfied as equality. Thus (103)
can be expressed as:
minimize ||ū− ζ||2 (104a)
subject to ūHŌū = χ̄, (104b)
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with variable ū. Let QΛQH be the eigen-decomposition of Ō, where Λ is diagonal real
matrix and Q is unitary matrix. We define ũ = QHū, ζ̃ = QHζ, then the problem is
equivalent to
minimize ||ũ− ζ̃||2
subject to ũHΛũ = χ̄,
with variable ũ. The solution for ũ can be found as
ũ = (I + νΛ)−1ζ̃, (105)
where ν is the Lagrange multiplier. The Lagrange multiplier ν can be numerically
computed by using Bisection method to satisfy ϕ(ν) = 0, where ϕ(ν) is defined as
[57]:
ϕ(ν) =
M∑
m=1
λm
(1 + νλm)2
|ζ̃m|2 − χ̄, (106)
Thus the solution for ū is obtained as
ū = Qũ. (107)
The process to solve step 2 of ADMM algorithm for UL precoder optimization problem
is presented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm to solve step 2 of ADMM
1. Given feasible starting points {ζbk}b∈(BDL∪{0}),k∈(Kb∪{0}).
2. Compute eigen-decomposition of {Ōbk}b∈(BDL∪{0}),k∈(Kb∪{0}) and form ζ̃bk = QHζbk.
3. Each UL-operator-user computes {ũbk}b∈(BDL∪{0}),k∈(Kb∪{0}) using (105) until
bisection search satisfies ϕ(ν) = 0.
4. Each UL-operator-user computes {ūbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb by using (107).
5. Return: {ūbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb .
Given the feasible starting point, UL user computes the eigen-decomposition of Ōbk
and forms ζ̃bk. In step 3, UL user computes ũbk for all using (105) until bisection search
satisfies ϕ(ν) = 0. In step 4, using ũbk, UL user computes ubk by solving (107). Step 5
returns the computed ubk.
[STEP 3 of ADMM] Expression (95), in the scaled variable can be expressed as
β̄i+1bk = β̄ibk + ūi+1bk − v̄i+1nl , ∀b, k. (108)
The ADMM algorithm to optimize the UL precoder is summarized in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 ADMM Algorithm for UL Precoder Optimization
1. Initialize: given feasible starting points {u0bk,β0bk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb , and parameter ρ̄ > 0.
Set iteration indices i = 0.
2. ADMM iteration
(a) UL user computes precoder v̄i+1nl by solving (98).
(b) UL user updates {ūi+1bk }b∈BDL,k∈Kb is updated using algorithm 3.
(c) UL user computes dual variable {βi+1bk }b∈(BDL∪{0}),k∈(Kb∪{0}) by solving (108).
3. Stopping criterion: if the stopping criterion in satisfied, go to step 4. Otherwise set
i = i+ 1 and go to step 2.
4. Return v̄nl.
In step 1, the algorithm is initialized. Step 2 carries out the ADMM operation in 3
stages. In step 2a, UL user computes the precoder v̄i+1nl by solving (98). Step 2b calls
algorithm 3 to update ūi+1bk . In step 2c, the dual variables βi+1bk are updated using (108).
Stopping criteria for ADMM iterations is checked in step 3. If the stopping criteria is
satisfied, precoder v̄nl is returned in step 5, else the ADMM iterations are continued.
4.1.3 Bi-directional Signalling
In Algorithm 5, we have employed forward and backward over-the-air signalling
strategy. When the transmitters are sending training sequence (i.e., in DL cells, BS are
transmitting and in the UL cells, user are transmitting), we refer it as forward direction.
When the receivers are sending training sequence (i.e., in DL cells, users are transmitting
and in UL cells BSs are transmitting), we refer it as backward direction. In the forward
signalling (step 2 of Algorithm 5), transmit precoders are used to precode the pilot
sequence. Then by using the received signal and pilot knowledge, MMSE receiver and
weight matrices are calculated. In the backward signalling (step 3 of Algorithm 5), over-
the-air signalling is done in two stages to enable to extract all parameters required to
estimate precoders by using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 4.
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Figure 6. Bi-directional signalling.
Algorithm 5 allows a fully distributed coordinated computation of precoders and
combiners without full CSI exchange over a backhaul.This beamformer training signalling
strategy can be practically implemented in a 5G NR frame structure by the use of mini-
slot scheduling as illustrated in Figure 6. We assume that the micro-operators use the
same signalling structure for the training phase, so that the beamformer optimization
phase would reflect the real interference scenario during the transmission phase.
Algorithm 5 Bi-directional Signaling for beamformer design
1. All UL operator BSs compute the interference budget for all UL users using
Algorithm 2.
2. Initialize: Initialize feasible UL and DL precoder {v0bk} and {v̄0nl}, respectively. Set
iteration indices i = 1.
3. Forward pilot signaling: each DL-BS and UL-user transmit pilot signals using
precoders {vi−1bk } and {v̄i−1nl }. Then eah DL-user and UL-BS locally computes:
• MMSE receivers {wibk} and {w̄inl}.
• Weight matrices {gibk} and {ḡinl}.
4. Backward pilot signaling: each DL-user and UL-BS transmits two backward pilot
signals. In the first backward pilot signal, signal is precoded with MMSE receivers
{wibk} and {w̄inl}. In the second pilot signal, the signal is precoded with {gibkwibk}
and {ḡinlw̄inl}.
• each DL-BS computes precoder {vibk} by using algorithm 1.
• each UL-user computes precoder {v̄inl} by using algorithm 4
5. STOP, if the stopping criterion (until convergence) is satisfied. Otherwise, set
i = i+ 1 and go to step 3.
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4.2 MSE Approach
In this section, we use weighted sum MSE minimization problem to optimize the
precoders {vbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn . The proposed algorithm can be taken
as an alternative to WSRM problem. The weighted sum MSE minimization problem
shows only a minor deviation in terms of sum rate performance as compared to the
WSRM problem, meanwhile providing fairness across all the users.
We start by writing the the following weighted sum MSE minimization problem:
minimize ∑b∈BDL ∑k∈Kb µbkeDLbk +∑n∈BUL ∑l∈Kn µ̄nleULnl (109a)
subject to constraints (50b)− (50e), (109b)
with variables {vbk,wbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl, w̄nl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn .
Similar to the WMMSEMin problem (51), we adopt the alternating optimization
technique, where precoders are optimized for fixed combiners and vice versa in an iterative
manner.
For fixed {vbk, v̄nl}, the optimal combiner {wbk, w̄nl} is the LMMSE receivers and
are given by the expressions (34) and (43). Problem (109) on variables {vbk, v̄nl} is
a quadratic optimization problem [54] for fixed {wbk, w̄nl}. Furthermore, this problem
decouples across variables {vbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and {v̄nl}n∈BUL,l∈Kn , since the objective and
constraints are separable on these two set of variables. In the following section we derive
an iterative algorithm to find {vbk, v̄nl} for problem (109).
4.2.1 DL Operator Precoder Optimization
We first derive an algorithm to find solution for DL precoder {vbk}. The problem (109)
on variable {vbk} can be expressed as
minimize ∑b∈BDL ∑k∈Kb(vHbkΦbvbk − 2R(abkvbk)) (110a)
subject to ∑k∈Kb ||vbk||22 ≤ Pmaxb , b ∈ BDL (110b)∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb v
H
bkH̃Hb,n
(∑
l∈Kn w̄nlw̄Hnl
)
H̃b,nvbk≤θ̄n, n ∈ BUL, (110c)
where abk = µkwHbkHHb,bk and Φb is
Φb =
∑
n∈BDL
∑
l∈Kn µnl(wHnlHHb,nl)H(wHnlHHb,nl) +
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn µ̄nl(w̄HnlH̃b,n)H(w̄HnlH̃b,n).
(111)
Note that the problem (110) is similar to the problem (53) with the only difference being
the received backward covariance matrix Φb and abk. Hence the solution for problem (110)
follows the same approach as in WMMSEMin problem (53). The acquisition of the
backward covariance matrix Φb and abk is discussed in Algorithm 6.
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4.2.2 UL Operator Precoder Optimization
We now solve problem (109) for UL precoder {v̄nl}, and it can be expressed as
minimize
∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
(v̄HnlΦ̄nlv̄nl − 2R(ānlv̄nl)) (112a)
subject to ||v̄nl||22 ≤ P̄maxnl , n ∈ BUL, l ∈ Kn (112b)∑
n∈BUL
∑
l∈Kn
v̄HnlH̄Hnl,bkwbkwHbkH̄nl,bkv̄nl≤θbk, b ∈ BDL, k ∈ Kb, (112c)
where ānl = µ̄nlw̄HnlHn,nl and Φ̄nl is
Φ̄nl =
∑
b∈BUL
∑
k∈Kb
µ̄bk(w̄HbkHb,nl)H(w̄HbkHb,nl)+
∑
b∈BDL
∑
k∈Kb
µbk(wHbkH̄nl,bk)H(wHbkH̄nl,bk). (113)
Here the problem (112) is also similar to the UL precoder optimization problem (80)
with only difference being the backward covariance matrix Φ̄nl and ānl. Hence the
solution for problem (112) follows the same approach as in WMMSEMin problem (80).
The acquisition of Φ̄nl and ānl is also discussed in algorithm 6.
4.2.3 Bi-directional Signalling
Algorithm 6 Bi-directional Signaling for MSE beamformer design
1. All UL operator BSs compute the interference budget for all UL users using
Algorithm 2.
2. Initialize: Initialize feasible UL and DL precoder {v0bk} and {v̄0nl}, respectively. Set
iteration indices i = 1.
3. Fixing UL-to-DL Interference Threshold: The interference thresholds are fixed by
using Algorithm 2.
4. Forward pilot signaling: each DL-BS and UL-user transmit pilot signals using
precoders {vi−1bk } and {v̄i−1nl }. Then eah DL-user and UL-BS locally computes:
• MMSE receivers {wibk} and {w̄inl}.
5. Backward pilot signaling: each DL-user and UL-BS transmits a backward pilot
signal precoded with MMSE receivers {wibk} and {w̄inl}.
• each DL-BS computes precoder {vibk} by using algorithm 1.
• each UL-user computes precoder {v̄inl} by using algorithm 4.
6. STOP, if the stopping criterion (until convergence) is satisfied. Otherwise, set
i = i+ 1 and go to step 4.
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In Algorithm 6, all the steps are similar to Algorithm 5 except step 4. Here in step
4, we use only one backward signal to compute {Φb, Φ̄nl} and {abk, ānl} instead of two
backward signals as in Algorithm 5. In the backward signalling (step 4 of Algorithm 6),
receive beamformers are used to precode pilot sequence to enable to extract all parameters
required to estimate precoders by using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 4.
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5 SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the performance of proposed Algorithms 5 and 6 using setup
as shown in Figure 7. The system consists of two micro-operators, one operating in DL
transmission mode another operating in UL transmission mode with three cells each. We
UL uOP
UL uOP
UL uOP
DL uOP
DL uOP
DL uOP
Figure 7. User distribution model.
assume that each BS is equipped with N=16 antennas and each cell has {Kb = 4}b∈B
users each equipped with M = 4 antennas. All the users associated with each BS are
distributed randomly as shown in Figure 7. All the BSs and users communicate via single
data stream and all the priority weights are assumed to be 1 ({µbk = 1}b∈BDL,k∈Kb and
{µ̄nl = 1}n∈BUL,l∈Kn). We assume an exponential path loss model, where the channel
matrix between bth BS and kth user of BS b is modeled as
Hb,bk =
(
db,bk
d0
)−η/2
Jb,bk, (114)
where db,bk is the distance between bth BS and kth user of BS b, d0 is the far field reference
distance, η is the path loss exponent and Jb,bk ∈ CM×N is arbitrarily chosen from the
distribution CN (0, I) to generate a frequency-flat fading channel. Interference channels
are generated using same model as in (114).
We define path loss at cell edge as PL = 10log10(R/d0)−η, where R is the radius of
the cell. In the simulations, we set d0 = 1, η = 2, and PL = 30dB. The cell radius R
is fixed throughout the simulations such that R = d0 × 10(
PL
10η ). The maximum transmit
power for each BS is fixed at {Pmaxb = 10dB}b∈B. The maximum transmit power of UL
user is selected such that the maximum sum power of all UL users in a cell is equal to
Pmaxb , i.e., {Pmaxbl = Pmaxb /Kb}b∈BUL,l∈Kb . For fixed transmit power, the received power at
the receiver is Prx = Pmaxb − PL. Thus for a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) operating
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point, the noise power N0 is given by N0 = Prx− SNR. is equal to the power constraint
of BS such that {Pmaxnl = Pmaxn /Kn}n∈BUL,l∈Kn .
Figure 8 shows the convergence of the ADMM algorithm for DL operator when we
implement the standard stopping criteria [55] for ADMM iterations. Here the ADMM
penalty parameter ρ is set to 10 and the error ε is fixed to 10−2. The objective value of
the auxiliary problem (55) of the ADMM algorithm when number of ADMM iterations
are fixed to 10 is shown by the magenta line. The red line shows the objective value
of the auxiliary problem (55) when the standard stopping criteria is implemented. The
markers ’circle’ represent the start of ADMM for a new point. Results show that when the
standard stopping criteria is implemented, fewer number of ADMM iterations is required
as the ADMM algorithm progresses.
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Figure 8. Convergence of the proposed ADMM method with stopping criteria.
Figure 9 plots the WSR of the proposed algorithms (Algorithm 5 and 6) versus number
of bi-directional signalling iterations for SNR = 15dB. The interference thresholds are
fixed to {θbk}b∈BDL,k∈Kb = {θ̄n}n∈BUL = NdB0 . The WSR values are computed after step 4
of Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6. Results show that the proposed algorithms (Algorithm
5 and 6) converge monotonically. It can also be seen that both the proposed algorithms
and the centralized solution converge within 20 bi-directional signalling iterations.
Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the aggregated inter
operator interference power at the UL operator BSs and DL operator users for SNR =
5dB. As a reference, we run the Algorithm 6 (OTA-RS:MSE) without the interference
constraints (labelled using θbk = θ̄n = ∞ in the plots). The interference thresholds
for both UL-to-DL micro-operator and DL-to-UL micro-operator are set to 3dB above
the noise level i.e., {θbk = N0 + 3dB}b∈BDL,k∈Kb = {θ̄n = N0 + 3dB}n∈BUL . The plot
incorporates the inter operator interference power over 500 channel realizations calculated
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Figure 9. Convergence of the proposed OTA algorithm.
after step 5 of Algorithm 6. Results show that the proposed Algorithm 6 maintains the
UL-to-DL interference (solid blue line in the figure) below the threshold θbk for almost all
of the time. On the other hand, when interference constraint is not employed, the UL-
to-DL interference (dotted blue line) violates the threshold for more than 95% of time.
Similarly, the algorithm manages to limit the DL-to-UL interference (solid magenta line)
for about 95% of the time as compared to the case without interference constraints
(dotted magenta line) where it violates the threshold θ̄n for almost 80% of the time.
Figure 11 shows the CDF of per user rate achieved by Algorithm 5 (OTA-RS:WMMSE)
and Algorithm 6 (OTA-RS:MSE) for SNR = 5dB. The interference thresholds for both
UL-to-DL micro-operator and DL-to-UL micro-operator are set to 3dB above the noise
level i.e., {θbk = N0 + 3dB}b∈BDL,k∈Kb = {θ̄n = N0 + 3dB}n∈BUL . The results incorporate
the user rates achieved by DL and UL µOP over 500 channel realizations. The solid
blue and magenta line represent the UL operator user rate and DL operator user rate,
respectively, achieved by Algorithm 6. The dotted blue and magenta line represent the
UL user rate and DL user rate, respectively, achieved by Algorithm 6. Results show
that Algorithm 6 provides better fairness to the user rates as compared to Algorithm 5,
where the user rates are more dispersed. This can be linked to the fact that, WMMSE
approach does not provide fairness to the users and can allocate more resources to some
users and can shut some users with higher interference to achieve maximum sum rate.
On the other hand, MSE tries to provide fair resource allocation to all the users.
Figure 12 shows the average WSR versus SNR for the Algorithm 5 (OTA-RS:WMMSE)
and Algorithm 6 (OTA-RS:MSE) with and without interference constraints. The
interference thresholds for both UL-to-DL micro-operator and DL-to-UL micro-operator
are set to 3dB above the noise level i.e., {θbk = N0 + 3dB}b∈BDL,k∈Kb = {θ̄n =
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Figure 10. CDF of aggregate interference at the UL operator BS and DL operator user.
N0 + 3dB}n∈BUL . As a reference, we run both algorithms 5 and 6 without
performing RS measurements in step 1 of these algorithms. So, we divide the
UL-to-DL threshold θbk equally among all UL operator users such that {χ̄nl,bk =
θbk/(
∑
n∈BUL Kn)}n∈BUL,l∈Kn,b∈BDL,k∈Kb and the aggregated threshold can be maintained.
These results we denote by ’OTA:WMMSE’ and ’OTA-MSE’ in the plot. Each curve
in the figure is averaged over 500 channel realizations. It can be seen from the results
that WMMSE approach provides better sum rate than the MSE approach. Results also
show that Algorithm 6 provides slightly better sum rate when the UL-to-DL interference
thresholds are fixed based on RS measurements instead of equal interference budget
allocations. This is because, while allocating interference budget via RS measurements,
the UL operator allocates interference budget for users based on their channel gains.
This in turn benefits both near and far users compared to equal interference budget
allocations.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the average WSR versus SNR for Algorithm 5 (OTA-
RS;WMMSE) and Algorithm 6 (OTA-RS;MSE) with varying interference thresholds.
When the interference thresholds are set to higher levels, the transmitters can transmit
with more power, increasing the spectral efficiency of the system. But, as interference
thresholds are lowered, the interference constraints become tighter, limiting the transmit
power for the transmitters. This decreases the spectral efficiency of the system. As
the interference thresholds are lowered further, the transmit power is limited by the
interference constraints, irrespective of the maximum available transmit power. Thus,
there is no decline in achievable sum rates as seen in the results.
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Figure 12. Average sum rate achieved at various SNR.
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Figure 13. Average sum rate achieved at various SNR with various interference levels by
Algorithm 5.
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Figure 14. Average sum rate achieved at various SNR with various interference levels by
Algorithm 6.
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6 DISCUSSION
The aim of this thesis is to maximize the spectral efficiency of a system with two µOPs in
dynamic TDD mode and provide aggregated interference protection between the µOPs.
Several inter-operator spectrum sharing algorithms which manage the inter-operator
interference and maximize the spectral efficiency have been studied in literature. But,
spectrum sharing algorithms for µOPs is still a hot topic for research. In this regard,
two distributed algorithms based on WMMSE and WSMSE have been proposed. The
algorithms maximize the spectral efficiency of the system while guaranteeing that the
inter-micro-operator interference remains below a specified threshold.
The multi-user multi-cell MIMO system model and problem formulation for two
µOPs operating in different DL/UL configuration with dynamic TDD is presented with
mathematical description in Chapter 3. The problem formulated in Chapter 3 is non-
convex, NP-hard and the requirement of centralized CSI makes it even more challenging
to solve. Furthermore, the coupled interference constraints add to the difficulty of solving
the problem in a distributed manner.
Equivalent reformulation of the WSRM problem into WMMSE minimization and
WSMSE minimization is considered in Chapter 4. Alternating optimization technique
is applied to make the reformulated jointly non-convex problems a convex problem. To
achieve the distributed implementation, consensus-ADMM method is used to decouple
the DL optimization problem across each DL-operator BS. To decouple the UL
optimization problem across each UL-operator user, an interference budget allocation
scheme based on RS measurements has been proposed. The UL optimization problem
is a QCQP problem. Hence consensus-ADMM for general QCQP is applied to solve the
problem at each UL-operator user. Therefore, the original optimization problem can be
solved at each DL-operator BS and UL-operator user using local CSI.
Forward and backward over-the-air pilot training strategy is considered in the proposed
algorithms to extract all required parameters to estimate the precoders. The precoders
are designed at each DL BS and UL user by exchanging only some coupling variables
between the coordinating BSs and users instead of the full CSI exchange. Hence, these
distributed algorithms reduce the large control information exchange required in the
centralized approach.
The numerical analysis of the proposed algorithms are provided in Chapter 5. The
numerical simulations showed that the proposed algorithms can limit the inter-micro-
operator interference within the specified threshold for most of the time. In addition to
managing the inter-micro-operator interference, the WMMSE approach provides better
sum rates than the WSMSE approach. This can be linked to the fact that WMMSE
approach does not allocate fair resources to all the users and can allocate more resources
to some users and shut some highly interfering users to achieve maximum sum rate. In
contrast, the MSE approach tries to allocate fair resources to all the users.
Another important observation from the simulation results is that the greater the
interference threshold, the better sum rates can be achieved. It was also noticed that on
decreasing the interference threshold, a point is reached where there is no further decline
in sum rates. This can be attributed to the fact that on decreasing the interference
threshold, the interference constraints become tighter and limit the transmit power
despite of the maximum available transmit power. Thus, receivers need to be designed
in such a way that they can handle higher interference from other transmitters.
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A heuristic approach to allocate interference budgets to the users in UL micro-
operator has been considered in this work. Hence, as a future work, a more practical
interference budget allocation scheme for UL micro-operator users can be a good research
problem. We can also consider extending this work with hybrid beamforming, since
digital beamforming is not necessarily practically suitable for systems with large antenna
array. As a final extension, we can also consider pilot allocation algorithm for mitigating
pilot contamination when non-orthogonal pilots are used.
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7 SUMMARY
The main focus of this thesis work was to maximize the spectral efficiency of a system
with two µOPs operating in dynamic TDD mode and provide guaranteed inter-micro-
operator interference protection. The prime goal was to limit the coordination between
the micro operators and design precoders to guarantee interference protection between
the micro-operators. In this regard, a single-stage system utility maximization problem in
the form of WSRM was formulated. Since, WSRM problem is non-convex and NP-hard,
we proposed two different equivalent reformulation of the WSRM problem.
At first, the decentralized precoder design by transforming the WSRM problem into an
equivalent WMMSEMin problem was discussed. Here, the precoders are designed at each
DL-operator BS and UL-operator UE with local CSI by exchanging coupling variables
among the coordinating BSs and UEs. In the proposed algorithm, OTA bi-directional
signalling with RS measurements is used to exchange the interference to update the
precoders. To decentralize the precoder design, we employ ADMM technique by relaxing
the inter-micro-operator interference as an optimization variable by including it in each
DL-operator BS objective and UL-operator UE objective. The exchange of coupling
variables at the DL-operator takes place via backhaul and the exchange of coupling
variables at UL-operator takes place via backhaul and feedback link between UE and
BS. The WMMSEMin approach does not provide fairness to all the users. Thus, an
alternative decentralized precoder design algorithm based on WSMSE reformulation of
the WSRM problem was proposed to provide inherent fairness to all the users.
The performances of both the proposed algorithms were analyzed based on numerical
simulations. The simulation results show that both the proposed algorithms provide the
required inter-micro-operator interference protection maintaining acceptable sum rates
compared to the benchmark. The results also prove that the WMMSEMin approach is
not fair to all the users as compared to the WSMSE approach.
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